
 

A Business Continuity Plan 
(BCP) is used by 
organizations of all sizes to 
detail how business will 
continue if a disaster or 
emergency occurs. 

Six Business Continuity 
Plan best practices 

The BCP documents all business operational 
functions by department, company, employee,  
supplier information, inventory, emergency 
procedures, and post-disaster plans. The plan 
should focus on the people, processes and solutions 
that will keep your company running during a time 
of crisis. 

In collaboration with Chris Doxey, CAPP, CCSA, 
CICA, CPC, we have put together 6 Business 
Continuity Plan best practices:
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1. Dedicate and 
empower staff:  
Be sure to include all business process owners 
in the development and testing of the BCP.

2.
Divide and conquer: 
In order to ensure business involvement
in the development and maintenance of 
the BCP, Martin Gomberg, CTO of A&E 
Television Networks, has separated 
business continuity planning and disaster 
recovery into two initiatives, each with 
its own governance and goals. 

3.
The BCP should stand alone: 
The BCP should be well written so that it 
can be understood by other stakeholders 
and business process owners in your company. 
Use a template when developing your plan 
and use titles (not names) when defining 
roles and responsibilities.  

4.
Align BCP with every 
automated solution: 
When an automated solution is implemented, 
be sure to validate and test its BCP. 

5.
Tabletop tests don’t work: 
In addition to tabletop tests, some companies 
implement mock disasters to a defined crisis 
management team, which is made up of 
stakeholder, business process owners and 
even board members. 

6.
Hold post mortems 
and make revisions: 
What you do with the results of the 
test is a critical part of disaster 
recovery planning. Be sure to 
communicate and retest any 
revisions to your BCP.
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